
Parliament 10/18/17 
 

● SA Updates  
● Lifetime Enrichment Discussion 

○ Want to make life enrichment include a wider range of topics like financial 
literacy, public speaking, etc. 

○ Martelian opinions on this: 
■ Classes already exist so the focus should be on improving classes that 

already exist 
■ Offer more non- traditional skills (i.e. how to be more sustainable) 
■ Broadly agree that life enrichment is important. Current discussion in SA 

is how do we implement this 
■ LPAP is important for physical/mental health 

○ One implementation plan→ make task force to find how the student body wants 
to implement the initiative 

○ Another plan→ include lifetime enrichment as part as the LPAP.  
○ Could leave the integration of the lifetime enrichment and LPAP and think about 

how to incorporate lifetime enrichment another way 
○ General consensus→ like lifetime enrichment, but agree that we don’t know 

how to implement and LPAPs should also be revised. Vote that a task force for 
implementation of lifetime enrichment should be formed and another task force 
should be created to revise the LPAP 

● Martel Updates 
○ Water bottle fillers on floors soon to come? 
○ Interest Poster 

■ Ready and will be hanged in the commons! 
■ Electronic version with more people? 

○ TV 
■ Hung up in the commons but needs to be plugged in (not sure when that 

will happen) 
■ Should be set up by winter break 

○ Sundeck 
■ Test chair will arrive this weekend! 

● Sit in it and test it out to see if you like it 
○ Weight Room 

■ Just have to order stuff 
○ RA Search 

■ Down to top 4 candidates 
■ Will be having lunch the next few days- everyone’s welcome to join 



■ Each candidate will host a study break (9-10 next Sunday, Monday, 
Tuesday, Sunday) 

● Space Requests 
○ TV room for 5:30-7:30  

● Money Requests  
○ Martel Trick-or-Treating ($99) → APPROVED 

● Announcements 
○ Nocturnals Concert Friday at 8:30  at the RMC Chapel 

● NOD Talk 
○ Can leave your keys in Martel 101 
○ Be respectful and comply with orders from RUPD 
○ CONSENT is necessary 
○ Make sure you’re comfortable 
○ Hard alcohol is banned on the night of NOD 
○ All privates at Wiess will be on the 4th floor and will close at 12 
○ Tickets are $10 presale, $15 at the door 
○ Gabby, STRIVE liaisons, and Martelians doing security at NOD will be there for 

you 
○ Watch out for yourself and your friends- drink lots of water, eat 
○ Don’t doubt to call EMS 
○ Alternatives to NOD: Evening of Elegance (at 9 PM- 1AM between Baker 

Institute and McNair Hall)- classy/learn how to dance swing and/or Night of 
Innocence (at the Sid Commons)- watch Disney movies 

○ Try to plan out your night beforehand 
○ Women’s Resource Center Tent will be at NOD if you’re overwhelmed and need 

a place to calm down- for everyone (men and women)  
○ Martel 101 will be caregiving room. Thresa is main point of contact 
○ RHA’s and STRIVE liaisons are completely confidential resources- can always 

count on them/ talk to them 
● Ideas for Martel 

○ Have ideas for Martel! Share them (anonymously) on Martel What Ifs 
(https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScvAsziImbLGSTBCUIvTAKnVua
llT9Zh5SVsbW8MCmFMCPN8w/viewform) 

 
 
Dylan “if you put pressure on people, they don’t talk” Dickens 
Gabby “soccer is easy” Falcon 
Russell “What-ifs” Kielawa 
Jacqui “:)” Lee 
Akhil “crisp” Surapeneni 



Vincent “:)” Gonzalez 
Eric “cut off people” Shi 
Elisa “me too girl” Arango 
Toni “proxy” Smith 
Elliot “:)” Baerman 
Tim “:)” Marshall 
Matt “:)” Thibodeau 
Thresa “strive” Skeslien-Jenkins 
Luke “abstain” Conners 
Zach “:)” Bodek 
Sarah “range of motions” Berton 
Bu “that’s my CJ” nt 
Justin “Chambers?” Tang 
Nisha “that’s my freshman” Patel 
Sophie “Steve” Clayton 
Connor “water bottle filler uppers” Rothschild 
Kyle “australian #2” Dickens 
Kush “:)” Brahmbhatt 
Tanner “100ideas” Reese 


